Water Flow inside Polamide Reverse Osmosis Membranes: A Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics Study.
Water flow inside polyamide (PA) reverse osmosis (RO) membranes is studied by steady state nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations in this work. The PA RO membrane is constructed with the all-atom model, and the density and average pore size obtained thereby are consistent with the latest experimental results. To obtain the time-independent water flux, a steady state NEMD method is used under various pressure drops. The water flux in our simulations, which is calculated under higher pressure drops, is in a linear relation with the pressure drops. Hence, the water flux in lower pressure drops can be reliably estimated, which could be compared with the experimental results. The molecular details of water flowing inside the membrane are considered. The radial distribution function and residence time of water around various groups of polyamide are introduced to analyze the water velocities around these groups, and we find that water molecules flow faster around benzene rings than around carboxyl or amino groups in the membrane, which implies that the main resistance of mass transport of water molecules comes from the carboxyl or amino groups inside the membranes. This finding is in good consistency with experimental results and suggests that less free carboxyl or amino groups should be generated inside RO membranes to enhance water permeance.